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SUMMARY

Long-lived rodents have become an attractive model for the studies on aging. To understand evolutionary
paths to long life, we prepare chromosome-level genome assemblies of the two longest-lived rodents, Canadian beaver (Castor canadensis) and naked mole rat (NMR, Heterocephalus glaber), which were scaffolded
with in vitro proximity ligation and chromosome conformation capture data and complemented with longread sequencing. Our comparative genomic analyses reveal that amino acid substitutions at ‘‘diseasecausing’’ sites are widespread in the rodent genomes and that identical substitutions in long-lived rodents
are associated with common adaptive phenotypes, e.g., enhanced resistance to DNA damage and cellular
stress. By employing a newly developed substitution model and likelihood ratio test, we find that energy
and fatty acid metabolism pathways are enriched for signals of positive selection in both long-lived rodents.
Thus, the high-quality genome resource of long-lived rodents can assist in the discovery of genetic factors
that control longevity and adaptive evolution.
INTRODUCTION
Discerning the genetic factors that affect the aging process, in
particular how Nature uses them to control lifespan, is one of
the important yet unanswered questions in biology and evolution
(Gladyshev, 2013). Rodent species differ more than 10-fold in
maximum lifespan, and long-lived rodents have been observed
to show low susceptibility to certain age-related diseases (Gorbunova et al., 2008). Therefore, analyses of their genomes could help
discover genetic factors responsible for such diversity of lifespan.
Motivated by this idea, an initial genome assembly of the naked
mole rat (NMR), a rodent best known for its longevity (maximum
lifespan >35 years; Ruby et al., 2018), was generated with a contig
N50 of 19.3 kb and scaffold N50 of 1.6 Mb (Kim et al., 2011). It represented the first case of a mammalian genome being sequenced
with the explicit purpose of providing insights into longevity. The
initial NMR assembly was subsequently improved to scaffold
N50 approaching 21 Mb (Fang et al., 2014). In addition, another
NMR genome was independently sequenced and assembled,
with similar characteristics (Keane et al., 2014). Analyses of these
genome assemblies revealed several unique features and molec-

ular mechanisms related to NMR phenotypes, such as cancer
resistance, protein synthesis, visual function, etc. The North
American beaver is an organism with the second longest lifespan
(>23 years) known for rodents. This species is famous for its ability
to modify the environment by building complex dams and lodges,
which sets them apart from other mammals (Gorbunova et al.,
2008). To date, two beaver genome assemblies have been reported (Lok et al., 2017), although extensive genome analyses
have not been performed.
It should be noted that rodents have achieved long lives at least
four times independently, and two contrasting combinations of
longevity and body mass are recognized: i.e., species with large
body mass and long lifespan (e.g., beaver and porcupine) and
species with small body mass and long lifespan (e.g., the NMR;
Austad, 2005). Therefore, comparative analyses of these rodents
and their closely related relatives that are characterized by small
body mass and short lifespan (e.g., mouse and rat) could be useful for understanding how lifespan coevolved with body mass
along the radiation of rodents. It was proposed that the ability of
organisms to effectively cope with both intrinsic and extrinsic
stresses is linked with longevity (Kourtis and Tavernarakis,
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2011). With these goals in mind, we prepared high quality chromosome-level genome assemblies of the longest-lived rodents,
the beaver and NMR. By carrying out extensive comparative
genomic analysis and experimental validation of cellular stress
response in long-lived rodents, we revealed common paths to
longevity and uncovered the role of genome stability.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparative Assembly and Genome Synteny
We first generated a preliminary beaver genome assembly (2.76Gb estimated genome size, 49.32-kb contig N50, and 55.69-kb
scaffold N50) using short reads sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq
platform. Then three Chicago HiRise libraries (Putnam et al., 2016)
were prepared and sequenced (Figure S1). Approximately 500
million reads that were generated and processed through the HiRise assembler yielded a total of 741,906 scaffolds (Figures S1
and S2). Next, we employed PBJelly (English et al., 2012) to fill the
gaps of this HiRise assembly using the previously generated long
PacBio reads (Lok et al., 2017). Finally, we realigned all paired-end
Illumina data to polish this beaver genome assembly with the help
of Pilon (Walker et al., 2014). The resulting de novo assembly had
an average depth of coverage of 1373 and N50 of 24.3 Mb (Figures 1A and 1B), representing a substantial improvement both in
contig and scaffold length compared to previous assemblies.
~o et al., 2015) orthologs
We found that 95.0% of the BUSCO (Sima
were complete and correct in our beaver genome assembly,
which was higher than in the previously reported beaver genome
(83.1%). We further employed homology and de novo methods as
well as RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) to predict 26,515 protein-coding genes in the beaver genome, which is comparable to what is
predicted for other mammals.
To better understand the molecular basis of long lifespan, we
also prepared an improved version of the NMR genome,
because the previously reported NMR assemblies were prepared from short sequence reads. We developed a robust procedure, which used Hi-C linking information, a sequencingbased method that measures the frequency of contact between
pairs of loci (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Rao et al., 2014), to
generate a genome assembly with chromosome length scaffolds. We started from the latest NMR draft assembly (Fang
et al., 2014) that comprised 2.69 Gb of sequence (contig N50
length: 19.3 kb) partitioned among 175,458 scaffolds (scaffold
N50: 21.31 Mb). We then generated and applied in situ Hi-C
data (153 Gb) to split, anchor, order, and orient the scaffolds
in this initial assembly using a 3D-DNA pipeline (Dudchenko
et al., 2017). The resulting Hi-C assembly consisted of 30 large
scaffolds (lengths from 40.7 to 132.1 Mb), which covered
90.7% of the total genome assembly (3.04 Gb; Figure S1C).
We next generated PacBio long reads (60 Gb) and used
them to fill gaps in the Hi-C assembly (Figure S1D), followed
by its polishing using an alignment of short reads (260 Gb).
The resulting NMR genome assembly had a total length of
2.89 Gb with an 4.5-fold improvement in scaffold and contig
N50. Our new assembly also contains fewer missing base pairs
(represented by undetermined bases, 48 per kb) than the initial
assembly based on short reads (109 per kb). We annotated the
improved NMR assembly for protein-coding genes using RNA-
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seq reads and coding sequences from published NMR genome
assemblies with the help of Gene Model Mapper (GeMoMa;
Keilwagen et al., 2016), finding 54,202 transcripts and 29,195
genes.
These long-range assemblies of the two longest-lived rodents
presented an opportunity to perform broad genome analyses.
First, we computed their synteny to human and mouse genomes
using SyMAP (Haug-Baltzell et al., 2017). We used the published
PacBio assembly of the beaver genome for comparison and
found that the increased contiguity of our assemblies vastly
improved the ability to compute synteny between beaver and human genomes, with the percentage of the genome covered by
synteny blocks increasing from 69% to 91%. In addition, 299
of the 503 synteny blocks were longer than 10 Mb, compared
to all synteny blocks being shorter than 10 Mb in the previous
version of PacBio assembly. We assessed the quality of the
NMR Hi-C assembly by comparing it to the human (hg38) and
mouse (mm10) genome references. In particular, the NMR 30 super-scaffolds, spanning 91% and 87% of mouse and human
chromosome length, respectively, and most scaffolds in the
new NMR assembly corresponded to contiguous regions of
mouse or human chromosomes, although often with some intrachromosomal rearrangements (Figure 1C).
By building synteny between human and NMR (‘‘Hystricomorpha’’ species) genomes, we identified several human synteny
blocks (HSA 6, 15/14, X, 1, 10/1, 12/22, 13, 8, 18, 8/4/8) that
were a part of the putative rodent ancestor genome architecture
(Graphodatsky et al., 2008; Romanenko et al., 2012). Cytogenetic
analyses of hystricomorph species suggested that the HSA 8/12
and HSA 15/20 associations may define rodents (Romanenko
et al., 2012). We found that HSA 15/20 was syntenic to superscaffold 17 in the NMR genome assembly (Figure S2). However, no association of HSA 8/12 was identified. We also did not detect the
occurrence of HSA 9/11, which is considered to be ancestral for
Glires (the group combining Rodentia and Lagomorpha), further
supporting the idea that the occurrence of this association cannot
be the result of convergence in some Glires groups or the loss of an
ancestral feature in certain branches (Sannier et al., 2011). Using
the synteny relationship, we found a large region (>10 Mb) in human chromosomes (located in HSA 1, 9, 13,14, 15, 16, 21, 22)
with the absence of synteny to both NMR and mouse. However,
nearly all human genes located in these regions had orthologs in
NMR and mouse genome assemblies. Interestingly, one region
in human X chromosome (X: 1- 8848114) showed synteny to the
NMR but lacked synteny to the mouse (Figure S2). This region
overlaps with the genome segment called ‘‘pseudoautosomal region 1’’ (PAR1), which behaves like an autosome and recombines
during meiosis (Mangs and Morris, 2007). This PAR has unique
structural and functional properties not found in other parts of
the genome, and genes in this region were implicated in a variety
of human disorders, such as short stature, asthma, psychiatric disorders, and leukemia (Raudsepp and Chowdhary, 2015). Further
analyses of gene synteny in this region across rodent phylogeny
revealed that the NMR, beaver, and thirteen-lined ground squirrel
harbored the most syntenic genes to human genes located in
PAR1, whereas murid rodents essentially lost gene synteny (Figure 1D). Moreover, a significant positive correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.70; phylogenetic generalized least-squares
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Figure 1. Beaver and NMR Genome Assemblies Support Robust Synteny Analysis in Rodents
(A) Schematic diagram of beaver and NMR genome assemblies. (Left) North American beaver. (Right) NMR.
(B) Genome statistics of beaver and NMR genome assemblies.
(C) Circle plots of mouse genome synteny to beaver (left) and NMR (right) genomes.
(D) Comparative organization of genes in eutherian PARs. Evolutionary strata (S3–S5) of human sex chromosomes are referenced and shown at the bottom.

test p = 0.007) was observed for the number of syntenic genes in
the PAR1 region and maximum longevity in the examined 12 rodents. Thus, the new NMR genome assembly represents a valuable resource to validate putative karyotypes of ancient rodents,
and the genomes of long-lived rodents have fewer rearrangements
and changes in syntenic genes compared to the mouse.
Characterization of Substitutions at Disease-Causing
Sites
Using human protein sequence as a reference and our established genome syntenic relationships, we screened for substitutions in orthologs across 12 rodent assemblies. We found a total
of 406,924 substitutions in mouse and 327,538 and 375,829
amino acid substitutions in beaver and NMR genomes, respectively. Consistent with prior studies (Gao and Zhang 2003; Jordan et al., 2015), hundreds of them matched human diseasecausing sites (1,627 substitutions associated with 601 genes,
1,347 substitutions associated with 563 genes, 1,567 substitutions associated with 613 genes in mouse, beaver, and NMR,
respectively). We then examined which type of human disease
is significantly associated with such amino acid substitutions in
long-lived rodents (STAR Methods). Our comparative analysis

of 12 rodent genomes revealed that 51 and 55 human diseases
were predicted to be significantly enriched in beaver and NMR
substitutions, respectively (Table S1). The top disease categories enriched in beaver substitutions were hypertension, hypophosphataemic rickets, ocular and skeletal abnormalities, atrial
fibrillation and other disorders associated with clinical phenotypes such as high blood pressure, growth retardation, ocular
and skeletal anomalies, and rapid heart rate (Figure 2). This is
interesting because beavers are not known to have high blood
pressure, and their heart beat rate (<130 beats/mins during
swimming; Swain et al., 1988) is much lower than in murids
(>400 beats/mins) and other rodents (250 beats/min; Carpenter and Marion, 2013). In addition, the beaver is the second
largest rodent (body length 29–35 inches), which is inconsistent
with growth retardation. This, though, cannot reject the compensatory mutation hypothesis (Gao and Zhang, 2003); in another
way, it may suggest that substitutions at ‘‘disease-causing’’ sites
are either putatively benign or experience a functional shift that is
favored by natural selection.
The latter possibility can be examined by functional assays of
disease-causing substitutions that are unique to particular species. One of the candidate genes we identified was PTGIS, which
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Figure 2. Amino Acid Substitutions at Disease-Causing Sites
Histogram of top human diseases enriched based on the analysis of beaver (upper part) and NMR (lower part) substitutions. Clinical phenotypes and associated
genes for each category are also shown.

harbored a disease-causing substitution for hypertension (R26Q)
that was unique to the beaver (Figure S3). This gene encodes
prostacyclin, which plays roles in cardiac function, response to
oxidative stress, and hypoxia (Kim et al., 2003; Nakayama
et al., 2002). It may have evolved as a diving adaptation, because
beavers, like other diving mammals, are known to optimize respiration and cardiac function for staying longer under water (Dolka
et al., 2015; Irving and Orr, 1935). The anatomy of the cardiac
muscle in beavers also suggests that the beaver heart shares
more similarity with aquatic rather than land mammals (Bisaillon,
1982). In addition to this disease-causing substitution, PTGIS
possessed 23 other unique substitutions (Figure S3) in the
beaver based on University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC)
100-way coding sequence alignment. Some of these unique
substitutions were identified as being under positive selection
using a recently developed branch-site model that incorporates
multinucleotide mutations (Venkat et al., 2018). It is an attractive
possibility that ‘‘disease-causing’’ substitutions in the beaver
represent adaptive changes to an aquatic environment.
The top disease categories enriched in the NMR’s substitutions were Leber congenital amaurosis, Usher syndrome,
myotonia (non-dystrophic), and oral-facial-digital syndrome,
with clinical features related to eye disorders, hearing loss, and
various development disorders of the mouth, teeth, and digits
(Table S1). This is consistent with poor visual function and phenotypic specialization observed in the NMR. The identified NMR
genes involved in eye disorders included CRX, encoding a photoreceptor-specific transcription factor, and RPE65, a component
of the vitamin A visual cycle of the retina. Both genes harbored
unique disease-causing substitutions in the NMR (Figure S3)
and have an important role in maintaining circadian rhythms.
For example, CRX is expressed not only in photoreceptors of
the retina, but also in pinealocytes of the pineal gland (Furukawa
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et al., 1999). Knockout of CRX affects the expression of several
other photoreceptor- and pineal-specific genes and the circadian
entrainment, e.g., the percentage of total activity at night, in mice
(Furukawa et al., 1999). This agrees with the idea that light detection-related genes play a role in NMR life, most likely for circadian
entrainment or setting seasonal rhythms (Crish et al., 2006).
Common Substitutions in the NMR and Beaver Support
Stress Resistance
Residues that are similarly altered in species with convergent
phenotypes may reveal clues about functional adaptations. We
examined amino acid changes in orthologs across 100 vertebrate genomes and identified 869 proteins containing 974 common substitutions unique to both beaver and NMR, which is
generally similar to those between long-lived and comparable
short-lived lineages (Figure S4). This shows that the convergence of long lifespan in rodents is commonly driven by limited
locus rather than genome-wide sequence convergence. To
test the potential functional effects of these substitutions, we
performed experimental validation of the substitutions identified
in Atrip (p.Ser618Ile) and Rpa1 (p.Thr572Met; Figure 3A). Both
proteins are critical components of the DNA damage checkpoint
and repair pathway (Cortez et al., 2001; Haring et al., 2008), suggesting that these substitutions may contribute to the increased
genome stability of the beaver and NMR. We expressed mouse
Atrip and Rpa1 and their forms containing NMR/beaver substitutions in a mouse fibroblast cell model and found that Atrip
p.Ser618Ile significantly increased cell viability compared to
the control Atrip following irradiation of cells with 200 J/m2 UV
light (Figure 3B), suggesting that p.Ser618Ile substitution contributes to increased resistance to UV radiation. No significant
changes in cell viability were found in the case of Rpa1
p.Thr572Met substitution. In addition to other molecular damage
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Figure 3. Unique Substitutions in the Beaver and NMR and Stress Resistance
(A) Schematic diagram of structure and sequence alignment of ATRIP and RPA1 proteins. Unique substitutions identified in the beaver and NMR sequences are
highlighted in red.
(B) Cell viability of mouse fibroblast cells expressing Atrip and Rpa1 measured by an MTT assay following UV irradiation (200 J/m2), rotenone, and Brefeldin A
(BFA) treatments. Atrip-mus and Rpa1-mus are mouse wild-type proteins. Atrip-mut and Rpa1-mut are mutant mouse proteins containing the identified beaver/
NMR substitutions. The value from each test in the figure was taken by at least three replicates in the same assay.

forms, oxidative damage and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress
could contribute to ‘‘hallmarks of aging’’ because of their links
with cell senescence (López-Otı́n et al., 2013). We further tested
the stable cells by treatment with rotenone and Brefeldin A, and
both substitutions (Atrip Ser618Ile and Rpa1 Thr572Met) significantly improved cell viability (Figure 3B). Atrip Ser618Ile and
Rpa1 Thr572Met variants also largely rescued cells from
apoptosis following treatment with UV irradiation, rotenone,
and Brefeldin A for 48 h (Figure 3B; Figure S5). Together, these
data suggest that the tested substitutions can improve mouse
cell viability by enhancing tolerance of cell stress.
Pathways Affected by Rapid Evolution
We further explored a variation of selection pressure that could
be associated with longevity in the beaver and NMR. For this,
we developed a hypothesis testing framework to measure the
shift of selection pressure of genes (measured by dN/dS, Ѡ;
see STAR Methods). We assigned three discrete categories of
dN/dS to 12 rodents (ѠNMR for the NMR, Ѡbeaver for the beaver,

and Ѡothers for the rest of the rodents; Figure 4A) and then
compared nested models using a likelihood ratio test (LRT)
under a specific hypothesis. We identified 168 (Ѡbeaver >
ѠNMR > Ѡothers) and 257 (ѠNMR > Ѡbeaver > Ѡothers) rapidly
evolved genes with significantly elevated selection pressure in
the beaver and NMR lineages, respectively (Figure 4B). These
candidate genes were enriched in biological processes such
as oxidation reduction (p = 2.00 3 10 4, Fisher’s exact test), visual perception (p = 1.90 3 10 3, Fisher’s exact test), sodium ion
transport (p = 7.00 3 10 4, Fisher’s exact test), long-chain fattyacyl-CoA biosynthetic process (p = 4.70 3 10 4, Fisher’s exact
test) and spermatogenesis (p = 3.00 3 10 2, Fisher’s exact
test; Tables S2 and S3). Interestingly, seven rapidly evolved
genes in the beaver genome (BAK1, CALCA, CACYBP,
CASP7, and SOD1) were associated with aging (p = 1.50 3
10 2, Fisher’s exact test; Figure 4C), and all of them, except
SOD1, were associated with cancer incidence. For example,
BAK1 encoding a member of the BCL2 family was proposed to
play a central role in regulating cell death and tumorigenesis
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Figure 4. Characterization of Substitution Rates in the Beaver and NMR
(A) Phylogeny of rodent species characterized by whole genome sequences that were used for hypothesis testing. (Right) Maximum lifespan and body mass of 12
rodent species used in this study. The divergence time of those species were retrieved from TimeTree (http://www.timetree.org). Maximum lifespan (years) and
adult weight (g) data were retrieved from the AnAge database (http://genomics.senescence.info/species/).
(B) Vioplot of DlnL values of genes that were tested under four models, i.e.,
Ѡbeaver > ѠNMR > Ѡothers, ѠNMR > Ѡbeaver > Ѡothers, Ѡbeaver = ѠNMR > Ѡothers, ѠNMR > Ѡothers, and Ѡbeaver > Ѡothers. (B) Histogram of the number of rapidly
evolved genes identified under three models, i.e., Ѡbeaver > ѠNMR > Ѡothers, ѠNMR > Ѡbeaver > Ѡothers, ѠNMR > Ѡothers, and Ѡbeaver > Ѡothers. Candidate genes
under each model that were also supported by the model Ѡbeaver = ѠNMR > Ѡothers are shaded in red.
(C) Table showing top five biological processes that were significantly enriched by candidate genes in beaver and NMR .
(D) Pathway analysis of DlnL values under the models Ѡbeaver > ѠNMR > Ѡothers (x axis) and ѠNMR > Ѡbeaver > Ѡothers (y axis). Circle sizes are proportional to the
number of genes assigned to a pathway. Pathways affected by rapid substitutions and unique in beaver and NMR lineages are shaded in orange and lime green,
respectively.

(Strasser and Vaux, 2018), and Siah-1-interacting protein, which
is encoded by CACYBP is a component of the ubiquitin pathway
and is well known to be a critical protein in tumorigenesis, such
as colorectal and gastric cancers (Zhai et al., 2017). This implies
that the anti-aging and cancer-resistant pathways have been
tightened up in the beaver.
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We further searched for genes with elevated selection pressure in both species compared to other rodents (ѠNMR > Ѡothers,
Ѡbeaver > Ѡothers) and identified 345 such genes. Strikingly, the
majority of them (85.2%) fit to the model of equally elevated selection pressure in the beaver and NMR (i.e., Ѡbeaver = ѠNMR >
Ѡothers; Figure 4B). A similar trend was observed for the genes
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identified only in the beaver (95.2%) or NMR (83.2%), suggesting
that these genes could evolve synchronously in long-lived rodents. To characterize global biological pathways affected by
changes of selection pressure in the beaver and NMR, we employed an approach that focused on whole pathways and scored
them with a signal of rapid evolution, instead of focusing only on
outlier ‘‘significant’’ genes (Daub et al., 2013). We tested over
1,200 pathways from the Biosystems database and for each
pathway inferred significance of this ‘‘SUMSTAT’’ score against
a null distribution of random gene sets of the same size. In addition, we applied a foreground permutation strategy to identify the
unique pathways that were enriched by target lineages (see
STAR Methods). In total, we found 70 and 48 unique significant
pathways affected by natural selection in the beaver and NMR,
respectively (Figure 4D; Tables S2 and S3). The unique pathways
for the increase of selection pressure in the beaver lineage
included pathways related to amino sugar and nucleotide sugar
metabolism (p = 1.38 3 10 2), Parkinson’s disease (p = 2.46 3
10 2), biological oxidations (p = 2.95 3 10 2), and cellular
response to heat stress (p = 3.02 3 10 2) which are either
coherent with the aging process or involved molecules that
maintain cell homeostasis through the control of cell proliferation
and differentiation. In parallel, many top scoring candidates in
the NMR lineage were associated with insulin secretion and
degradation, e.g., glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP1) regulates insulin secretion (p = 4.02 3 10 2), synthesis of bile acids and
bile salts (p = 4.74 3 10 2), and triglyceride biosynthesis (p =
4.66 3 10 2).
Surprisingly, we found that the top-scoring pathways enriched
in both the beaver and NMR were directly related to oxidative
phosphorylation. These pathways remained significant after
pruning in the analysis of each species, suggesting that their
roles in the aging process of rodents may have been a major
driver for selection. For example, the highest scoring candidate
was the respiratory electron transport (p = 1.69 3 10 2), fatty
acid degradation (p = 2.27 3 10 2), and peroxisome (p =
4.52 3 10 2). i.e., pathways that have roles in clearing circulating
and cellular lipids by regulating the expression of genes involved
in lipid metabolism. Genes associated with this pathway also
seemed to be involved in tumorigenesis regulation via activation
of different pathways (Fanale et al., 2017). Other common enriched pathways in both species were also involved in lipid metabolism, such as fatty acid metabolism, fatty acid beta oxidation,
peroxisomal lipid metabolism, and ABCA transporters in lipid homeostasis (Tables S2 and S3). It is well known that lipid metabolism has an important role in the aging process and chronic
diseases. For example, the NMR has lower levels of DHA-containing phospholipids compared to mice (Mitchell et al., 2007).
It was hypothesized to lead to lower susceptibility to peroxidative damage and serve as an important determinant of longevity.
However, even though the NMR is resistant to tumorigenesis, it
may develop age-associated lesions, including lipofuscinosis
and heart disease (Delaney et al., 2013). Information on lipid
metabolism in the beaver is relatively scarce. An earlier study reported that dietary polyunsaturated fatty acids do not accumulate in the beaver (Käkelä and Hyvärinen, 1996), suggesting
that this species may be resistant to peroxidation too. Of note,
changes of membrane composition are dynamic and could be

influenced by unique diets of the beaver and NMR. In addition,
the selective signal of lipid metabolism may be due to other
metabolic processes and pathways. We believe future experimental studies analyzing genes key to lipids and lipid metabolism in other long-lived rodents may be particularly important
for understanding longevity.
Conclusions
Our analysis of the beaver and NMR genomes identified changes
in genes and pathways putatively associated with adaptations to
the species’ ecology and acquired longevity. Substitutions at
disease-causing sites may contribute to phenotypic adaptation
of particular species and long-term survival of such substitutions, making them candidates for signatures of natural selection. By testing substitutions common to both long-lived species, we found that some substitutions enhanced tolerance of
cells to DNA damage, oxidative damage, and ER stress, suggesting future use of long-lived rodent genomes in discovering
genetic factors of lifespan control. Indeed, no single molecular
damage form can be a major constraint on lifespan, but a combination could. When examined, the whole pathways affected by
natural selection in the beaver and NMR compared to short-lived
rodents, we identified oxidation reduction and lipid metabolism
as the most affected systems, suggesting common mechanisms
may be used to achieve longevity of these species.
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY
Lead Contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Vadim
Gladyshev (vgladyshev@rics.bwh.harvard.edu).
Materials Availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.
Data and Code Availability
The naked mole rat and beaver whole-genome shotgun projects have been deposited in GenBank under accession codes
RPDE00000000 and RPGA00000000, respectively. All PacBio reads and short-read data have been deposited in the Short Read
Archive under accession code SRR8182754-SRR8182767 and SRR8204318, respectively.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Animals
Naked mole rat was sampled from a breeding colony housed at the University of Rochester. Beaver was trapped in New York State.The animals were sacrificed and DNA was isolated for subsequent sequencing. All animal experiments were approved by the University of Rochester Committee on Animal Resources (UCAR).
METHOD DETAILS
Sequencing and assembly
Whole-genome shotgun sequences were generated on the Illumina HiSeq platform. The initial assembly was generated using AllPath-LG with default parameters and all sequence data. The assembled scaffolds from this initial assembly were further extended
using Chicago library with Dovetail Genomics’ HiRise scaffolder as previously described (Putnam et al., 2016). Around 10X coverage
PacBio reads were downloaded and used to fill gaps within scaffolds by locally mapping the reads associated with each gap using
PBJelly (English et al., 2012). Finally, we corrected the sequence errors in the assembly with Pilon pipeline(Walker et al., 2014), helping align the reads with BWA-mem (Li and Durbin, 2009) and parsing with SAMtools (Li et al., 2009). To improve the NMR genome
assembly, we generated in situ Hi-C data (60 3 sequence coverage)(Rao et al., 2014) to split, anchor, order, orient, and merge scaffolds. Briefly, NMR embryonic fibroblast cell lines were cultured following the manufacturer’s recommendations, and around three
million cells were used for in situ Hi-C (Rao et al., 2014). The resulting libraries were sequenced using an BGISEQ-500 sequencing
platform. We constructed 30 superscaffolds (or pseudo-chromosomes) that occupied 90% of the genome using 3D-dna pipeline
(Dudchenko et al., 2017). Then, we generated 10X coverage PacBio reads to fill the gaps within pseudo-chromosomes using
PBJelly (English et al., 2012) and corrected the sequence errors using Pilon pipeline (Walker et al., 2014) with published short reads
~o et al., 2015) was used to evaluate completeness of the genome assemblies. Briefly, BUSCO as(100X coverage). BUSCO (Sima
sesses the genome by searching for the presence of near-universal single-copy orthologs from OthoDB v9 (Zdobnov et al., 2017).
Absence of these conserved genes indicates incompleteness of the genome. In our analysis, we used the mammalian gene set consisting of 4104 single-copy genes present in more than 90% mammalian species.
Annotation and genome synteny
We annotated the beaver genome by employing Maker2 pipeline (Holt and Yandell, 2011), and genes were predicted through ab initio
gene predictors (i.e., SNAP [Korf, 2004] and AUGUSTUS [Stanke and Waack, 2003]) and evidence-based gene calling (i.e., transcript
assembly and protein sequences). Beaver transcriptomes were assembled into 16,816 transcripts, and 9,805 full-length open
reading frames were retrieved.(Lok et al., 2017)These beaver transcriptomes, together with 66.7k reviewed mammalian protein sequences (from Swiss-Prot), were used to train the ab initio gene predictors, polish the predicted gene models, and evaluate each
predicted gene model. Gene prediction of the NMR assembly generated in this study was conducted using GeMoMa (Keilwagen
et al., 2016) with the transcriptomes from 11 NMR tissues and predicted protein sequences from published genomes. Synteny
maps among beaver, NMR and mouse were created using SyMAP 4.2 (Soderlund et al., 2011), considering only scaffolds/superscaffolds of at least 100 kb. We used MCScanX (Wang et al., 2012) to identify syntenic gene blocks for human, beaver, NMR and other 15
rodents, with the gap size set to 10 genes and at least 5 syntenic genes.
Ortholog alignment and substitutions
Given that the sequences and annotation of the beaver and NMR genomes are newly generated in the current study, and the beaver is
absent in the 100-species alignments made available by the UCSC genome browser, we employed a custom approach to add the
correct beaver and NMR orthologous sequences based on human sequences. We first performed pairwise reciprocal nucleotide
BLAST of beaver and NMR cDNA sequences with cDNA sequences of human hg19 genome and identified beaver orthologs using
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the proteinortho program (Lechner et al., 2011). We then performed profile alignment using the Muscle program (Edgar, 2004) for
each ortholog group of these three mammals and used human sequences as a reference to add the identified beaver orthologs
to the multi-species alignment. To identify the diseases enriched by substitutions in the beaver and NMR, we first conducted a pairwise comparison of protein sequences of 12 rodents, including NMR and beaver, to human sequences for each ortholog to detect
amino acid changes. Then, all substitutions in each species were annotated with their disease status on the basis of HGMD (Human
Gene Mutation Database) (Stenson et al., 2003), where applicable. We obtained a list of 1,283 human diseases of type ‘‘pathway’’
with the number of substitutions/genes of 12 rodents associated. We performed the Grubbs’ test in ‘outliers’ package (Grubbs,
1950; Komsta, 2011) to test signals of enrichment for each species and each ‘disease’. By the help of 100-species genome alignments, we also extracted the coding sequences for each ortholog to detect unique substitutions. The unique substitutions in all pairs
of rodents analyzed in the present study was then counted by in house PERL script.
Experimental assays
Sequences encoding mouse Atrip and Rpa1 forms as well as their mutant variants were synthesized and cloned into the pEGFP-N2
(Addgene). All constructs were verified by sequencing. Mouse lung fibroblast cells were transfected and cultured in high-glucose
DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, and 5% penicillin-streptomycin. Stable clones were selected with 1 mg/ml puromycin (Sigma)
and validated using RT-PCR. All cells were incubated in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2 at 37 C. For UV irradiation assays,
cells were subjected to UV irradiation at 200 J/m2 and then collected at the indicated time points. To induce oxidative damage and ER
stress, cells were exposed to various concentrations of rotenone (50 mg/mL in stock) and Brefeldin A (BFA) (10 mM in stock), respectively. Cytotoxicity (MTT) assay was performed following the manufacturer’s protocol (Sigma). Results were read using a multiwell
microplate reader (BioTek), and expressed as the mean ± standard error of four replicates each. Statistical analysis was performed
using Mann-Whitney U test. The values depicting p < 0.05 were considered as statistically significant. As for apoptosis analysis, cells
were harvested and washed once with PBS, and then resuspended in PI/Annexin-V solution (KeyGEN Biotech). At least 20000 live
cells were analyzed on a FACSCalibur flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA, USA). Data were analyzed by using FlowJo
software.
Evolutionary models and pathway analysis
To characterize signatures of selection pressure in the beaver and NMR, we developed a model that constraints the ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous rate (dN/dS, Ѡ) in different groups and then employs a likelihood ratio test (LRT) to compare the goodness of
fit of different hypotheses. In particular, Ѡ were estimated for three discrete categories (NMR, beaver and the rest of 10 rodents) under the Muse-Gaut (MG94) rate matrices (Muse and Gaut, 1994) combined with HKY85 model by the help of HBL language in HYPHY
(Pond et al., 2005), and then compared nested models with constrained relationships among them. This allowed us to detect the shift
of selection pressure associated with the beaver or NMR (relaxed model, H1), by comparing it to the null model (all rodents have the
same dN/dS, H0). We ran this test five times for each gene and yielded a total of five likelihood scores for each H0 and H1. We then
constructed the log-likelihood ratio score for each gene (DlnL) as: DlnL = 2(lnL H1- lnL H0) = 2(Maxi-5 (LnL H1) - Maxi-5 (LnL H0)) and
employed the LRT. To profile at level of global pathways affected by natural selection in the beaver and NMR, we used a pathway
enrichment approach (Daub et al., 2013) to test signals of rapid evolution. We first calculated the SUMSTAT score for each pathway,
which is the sum of log-likelihood ratio score of genes under a particular pathway. A null distribution of gene sets was calculated with
random sampling of the SUSMTAT score and then the significance of a target pathway was inferred. Furthermore, a foreground permutation strategy was used to remove the potential systematic biases and to identify unique pathways in target lineages during pathways enrichment analysis. Particularly, we first selected the relatives of long-lived rodents as ‘foreground’ with one of long-lived rodents to calculate DlnL of each gene as we have done in NMR and beaver. Then, we preformed the pathway enrichment for this each
pair of comparable non-long-lived lineages using SUMSTAT score. The unique pathways with increase of selection pressure in NMR
and beaver lineages were picked by removing the common pathways that were significantly enriched by this foreground permutation
strategy.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Experiment validates of mutant variants of Atrip and Rpa1 were independently performed four times. Values are expressed as mean
± standard deviation (SD) and were compared using Mann-Whitney U test. The values depicting p < 0.05 were considered as statistically significant.
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